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Skyzer: Long-term Production of 
Custom Fixtures in-house 

 

 

Skyzer is a 19-year-old company based in Sydney, Australia and is the most trusted product lifecycle 

services company in the country. Skyzer focuses on providing customers with flexible product 

assembly, uploading firmware, repairs, refurbishment and logistics services, as well as end-of-life safe 

destruction and recycling solutions. Recently, Skyzer bought a number of Raise3D Pro3 printers for its 

Sydney and Melbourne factories, which not only provide more capacity for their customized services, 

but also greatly reduce costs, both in terms of money and time. This finally made building a mass-

production factory using 3D printing as its main manufacturing process a reality. 

 

 

 

Industry: Electrical equipment industry 

Engaged in production activities: Skyzer’s 

activities focus on the electrical equipment industry, 

and these activities include providing customers 

with flexible product assembly, uploading firmware, 

repairs, refurbishment and logistics services, as well 

as end-of-life safe destruction and recycling 

solutions. 

Model used: Raise3D Pro3 Printer 

Purpose: Jigs & Fixture, Spare Parts 

User: Skyzer 

Material used: PLA 

 

 

 

Raise3D Case Study 
https://www.raise3d.com/case/skyzer-long-term-production-of-custom-fixtures-in-house 

Skyzer Pty. Ltd. 

https://www.raise3d.eu/pro3-series/
https://www.raise3d.com/case/skyzer-long-term-production-of-custom-fixtures-in-house
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The 300 x 300 x 300 mm build volume of the Pro3 series printers makes it possible to print custom 

models in a wide variety of sizes. Skyzer estimates that its overall production costs will be slashed by 

32% after using Raise3D's products. Furthermore, the reduction in production time and the cost 

savings from printing assembly jigs using a Raise3D printer are staggering. With the Raise3D Pro3 

printer, Skyzer's capital expenditure will drop exponentially. According to Mr. Sneddon, “(The original 

approach) can cost upwards of $10,000 and so it is only suitable for very large-scale projects”. The 

stability of the Raise3D Pro3 printer and the Raise3D ecosystem provide Skyzer with a more 

professional mass-production solution.  

 
 

 

⚫ The high repeatability of 0.005mm ensures the 

stability of the printer during movement. 

⚫ The Z-axis rod stiffness has been increased by 

75%, providing a higher quality and more stable 

printing performance. 

⚫ The build volume of 300 x 300 x 300 mm can meet 

the needs of mass production. 

⚫ The detachable and interchangeable extruder is 

easy to disassemble and maintain, reducing 

downtime for maintenance. 

⚫ Skyzer managers can remotely supervise the 

printing situation in the two factories in Sydney and 

Melbourne through RaiseCloud, and allocate and 

manage printing tasks in real time. 

 

 
 
Do you have a great 3D printing success story and think it would be cool to be featured on www.raise3d.com, we would 
love to learn more! Write to us at inquiry@raise3d.com 
 
For more information about Raise3D printers and services, browse our website, or schedule a demo with one of our 3D 
printing experts. 
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